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reply posted on 7-11-2010 @ 06:56 PM by rusethorcain

reply to post by eudaimonia 

Hey, I don't doubt you for a minute. 

So what's with the owl? 

Maybe you know - I have tried to look up it's significance in Bohemian Grove
meetings. 
I know it is a common symbol in ancient cuneiform. Maybe it means illuminated
wisdom as opposed to blind obedience. Maybe these folk are aligned with those
fallen angels. Certainly the Devil has some powers or we would look a whole lot
different as a society of humans right about now...I figured this out about 10 years
ago. 

Evolution and progress should result in less war, not more. 
Something pretty powerful is working against mans better judgment, and winning. 
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reply posted on 7-11-2010 @ 07:01 PM by rusethorcain

reply to post by eudaimonia 

Deception is a strong element in Freemasonry. The Masonic Hierarchy intentionally
misleads lower degree Masons. 

The original Tea Party was started by a masonic lodge in Boston. 

But we have a warning against them... 

vimeo.com... 

"Beware the Bearers of False Gifts and Broken Promises. Much Pain but Still Time.
Believe There is Still Good Out There. We Oppose the Deceivers. The Conduit
is Closing."

edit on 7-11-2010 by rusethorcain because: (no reason given)

reply posted on 10-11-2010 @ 02:25 AM by moltquedelo

Originally posted by sebatwerk 
Is this thread even necessary? It's obvious that the author ha sno interest in LEARNING,
and no interest in having an honest DISCUSSION. He just wants a chance to slam
Freemasonry with slanderous lies which he believes and then repeats on here like a parrot.

I suggest this thread be closed. 

Hey dude.. maybe you should relax a bit, ATS is not (yet at least) a tribune
exclusively reserved to masons and personaly im interested by this thread. If you
don't like it, maybe you go have some more "appropriate" reading for you there
www.abovetopsecret.com... it might fit better with your (corrupted?) opinions.
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reply posted on 10-11-2010 @ 02:54 AM by moltquedelo

Originally posted by eudaimonia 
Sorcery, Hexes, they're all intertwined in the workings of Witchcraft. 

Are you implying that Sorcery is a 100% POSITIVE practice?

Magick is like electricity.. it's all in how it's used. 

[edit on 6/1/2005 by Cug] 

No, Magic if it exists is not like electricity and it cannot be compared to a tool made
by men. In Magic 1+1 not equal 2. And practicing magic is almost always a bad
things since you might change "natural" order of things, that's why there is in all
kind of magic (black, white, red, whatever) what is called "triple returns rule" that
might get back to you one way or another (or not at all you are a powerfull and
very wise black or white magician, but hey who is ? ) when you practice it.

edit on 10-11-2010 by moltquedelo because: (no reason given)

reply posted on 10-11-2010 @ 03:13 AM by laiguana

The masons of today do not resemble the masons of 50 years ago. It's an entirely
different agenda, an entirely different sect of people. I would say they have down-
graded by accepting just about any schmuck into their lodges. Of course there are
the higher ranking members who may remain segregated to higher circles within the
organization. I don't see that masons these days serve any purpose other than a
stroke of the ego for the members themselves. A private sausage fest to say the
least. 
There is not much evidence showing that they are propagating any kind of
Luciferian worship as a whole. There could be kooky individuals who are or were
members, but it doesn't imply that Lucifer is given the rank of a deity. In fact
masons of the past have contributed a lot to their country and communities. There
are plenty of philanthropists who have been freemasons also...

edit on 10-11-2010 by laiguana because: (no reason given)

reply posted on 14-11-2010 @ 04:34 PM by vcwxvwligen

reply to post by Eyeofhorus 

Having taken all of this into account (the fact that there are Freemasons who
strongly disagree with accepted dogma), for some reason the Freemasons have the
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gall promote their group as a Christian organization. 
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WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 2011

The two most important Alien Messages! [Decoded]

1. The Chilbolton 'Arecibo message' Formation
(Paul Vigay article - additions and correlations by A lexander Light)

On Tuesday 21st August 2001 two new crop formations were reported near Chilbolton radio telescope in Hampshire, UK.
Both were very impressive looking and consisted of a large number of small 'pixels', which when viewed from the air
formed a recognisable shape - unlike many other crop formations.

One represented a 'human face' and the other resembled a radio transmission that SETI (the Search for Extra-
Terrestrial Intelligence) sent from the Arecibo radio telescope in 1974. This latter formation will be examined in this article,
in which I hope to not only describe and explain the original transmission, but also to examine and decode a number of
significant changes occurring in the crop formation.
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After speaking to witnesses, it would appear that the 'Arecibo' formation was created on August 20th. Although I could
roughly make out the binary pattern of the formation from aerial photographs, some aspects were not quite clear
enough to discern individual 'digits'. Therefore I visited both formations myself (they are about 200m apart in the same
field) on Saturday 25th August 2001."

An interesting interpretation of the 'human face' crop formation comes from researcher and writer, Wayne Herschel. In
his vision, the face resembles that of the Egyptian Sphinx and Viracocha, a prea-Inca god. But the most thought-
provoking resemblance is to the famous Mars Face.

The Arecibo message

(Credit: Wayne Herschel)
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"First, I will give some background to the original message sent from Arecibo, back in 1974. Arecibo is on the northern
coast of Puerto Rico and contains a natural disc-shaped hole in the rock. Inside this bowl was constructed the world's
largest radio-telescope, with a diameter of 1000 feet.

In 1974 a number of modifications had been carried out to the transmitter, enabling it to broadcast signals at a power of
up to 20 terawatts (1 terawatt = 1 trillion watts) and as an inaugural test of these improvements it was decided by SETI
to transmit an encoded message to the heavens. This signal was aimed towards the globular star cluster M13, some
25,000 light years away and consisting of some 300,000 stars in the constellation of Hercules.

The message was actually transmitted on November 16th 1974 and consisted of 1679 pulses of binary code (0's and
1's) - which took a little under three minutes to transmit. It was transmitted on a frequency of 2380MHz (which is
significant later).

Why 1679 digits?

The reason for this is down to mathematics. 1679 is the unique product of two prime numbers; 23 and 73. Any
sufficiently intelligent lifeform would no doubt look for unique, universal constructs - such as prime numbers, chemical
element frequencies and binary digits. Don't forget that because we could be trying to communicate with an intelligence
completely different to our own, we cannot talk in terms of 'human' systems, such as centimetres, feet, decimal
numbers etc.

Because ONLY the two prime numbers 23 and 73, when multiplied together, produce 1679 there can only be a single
way to arrange the signal, if you were converting it into a matrix grid - 23 squares by 73 squares.
The original binary code is shown in figure 1.

Binary coding

In order to fully understand the message encoded in the transmission, it's essential to understand the binary code. This
is actually much simpler than our base 10, decimal system. Whereas in base 10 we count from 1 to 9 and then carry 1
into the 10's column and start again in the units column, until we've got 9 in the 10's column and 9 in the units column.
Then we have to carry 1 into the 100's column and start again in the 10's and units columns, and so on and so on.

In binary each column goes up in powers of 2, hence the columns are units, 2's, 4's, 8's, 16's etc. Because we can only
deal in 1's and 0's, we rapidly move up through the columns - because as soon as we exceed 1 we carry into the next
column. For an example of counting in binary, see the table bellow.

To go back to the original transmission of binary pulses (fig.1), by converting it into 23 columns of 73 rows we get the
matrix shown in figure 2 (bellow):
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You can now see a graphical pattern depicted by the 1's and 0's of the code. For clarity I've converted this into black
squares (representing 1's) and white (empty) squares (representing 0's). You can see that viewing it like this, makes the
actual message a lot clearer, as shown below, in figure 3 (bellow).

This is where a slight puzzle becomes visible. By performing the steps described above, the literal translation of the
original pulses is on the left of figure 3. However, the image printed in a couple of my books is that shown on the right of
figure 3. This is an exact left-right mirror image of my decoding. I suspect that this is possibly an error which went un-
noticed when the book went to print - although I have checked two books which both depict the same pattern as shown
on the right of figure 3.
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The pattern which occurred in the Chilbolton crop field, is the same image as shown in the books (ie. the one on the
right of fig.3 and the mirror image of the original decoding). This could imply that IF someone hoaxed the formation,
they copied the incorrect pattern printed in a book. Alternatively, I may have converted the original pulses by mapping
left to right when converting into a 23x73 grid, instead of going from right to left - which personally doesn't seem correct
to my interpretation of the original binary sequence.

If anyone can explain this discrepancy, I would love to hear your comments. However, for the purposes of the rest of
this article I shall refer to the pattern physically laid in the crop field. The results are the same because the actual code
remains unchanged irrespective of whether it's the original or a mirror image anyway - as the binary coding remains
unaltered.

Decoding the original message

The original message was comprised of several 'sections', each depicting a particular aspect of 'our civilisation'. At the
top are binary representations of the numbers one through to ten, interestingly showing the numbers eight, nine and ten
as two columns. This shows anyone decoding the message that we can specify that numbers too large to be written on
a single line can be 'carried over'.

The next section contains the binary values 1,6,7,8 and 15 which indicate the atomic numbers of the primary elements
for life on Earth; Hydrogen, Carbon, Nitrogen, Oxygen and Phosphorus respectively.
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The larger section of three rows, represents the formulas for the sugars and bases in the nucleotides of DNA. Beneath
this is a graphical representation of our DNA 'double helix' either side of a 'straight vertical bar' which indicates the
number of nucleotides in DNA.

Directly below the DNA double helix is a small representation of us - humans - with a body and two arms and two legs
(like a little stick man). On the left is a binary value of the population of Earth. This can be calculated as roughly 4.29
billion, which is roughly the population of the world, back in 1974. On the right of the humanoid form is a binary code for
the height of humans.

Because we cannot communicate in 'human' measurements (such as feet and inches) the height is represented in
'wavelength units'. As mentioned earlier, the actual message was transmitted on 2380MHz. To convert this into a
wavelength we divide into 300, to obtain a wavelength in metres. 300/2380 = 0.12605042m = 12.6cm. This is our
'wavelength unit'.

From the code for the height of a human, we can see that the value is 1110 in binary, or 14 in decimal. If we multiply 14
by our wavelength unit (12.6) we get 176.4cm, or roughly 5'9" - the average height of humans.

The next section is a simplified representation of our Solar System - where we live. It shows the sun and nine planets,
roughly representative of size. By moving the third planet up slightly it highlights that something is significant about the
third planet from the sun - Earth.

The last section depicts the origin of the message itself - the Arecibo radio telescope, which is the curved structure.
Underneath this, as the last two lines of the message, is another binary number. This time it's 100101111110 (split onto
two lines in the centre) and equates to 2430 in decimal. Again, using our universal 'wavelength units' we get
2430*12.6cm which is 30618cm - or approx 1000', the diameter of the Arecibo radio dish.

Differences between the message sent in 1974 and the one received in 2001

(Left: what we sent in 1974 / Right: what we received in 2001)

What's different in the Crop Formation?
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After extensive analysis I have discovered nine major discrepancies between what we see in the crop field at Chilbolton
and the original message that we transmitted to the stars in 1974. I shall leave any interpretation until later, but for now
just highlight the differences. The exact detail of these changes couldn't be confirmed until I actually visited the
formation on the ground, in order to accurately check the binary code - reading flattened crop as a 0 and standing crop
squares as 1's.

Rather than point out the differences in order of importance or anything, I shall merely start at the top of the pattern
and work downwards.

The numbers 1 to 10 appear exactly the same in the formation.

However the atomic numbers indicating the prevalent elements making up life on Earth, has an additional value inserted
into the binary sequence. This is precisely added in the correct location, and in the original binary code (therefore it can't
be a mistake). Decoding from the crop formation, this additional element has an atomic number of 14 = Silicon.

Moving down, the next change is an obvious one - consisting of an extra strand on the left side of the DNA double-helix.
Another, less obvious, change is in the binary coding of the number of nucleotides in DNA itself (in the center). If you
look in the diagram above, I've highlighted the changes more accurately on the right, by using red squares and outlines
to indicate which 'digits' have been changed in the crop formation.

There are quite significant changes to the shape of the humanoid, which becomes almost 'alien-like' and to the diagram
of the Arecibo dish. For clarity, I've not bothered going over these in red because the differences are easily apparent.

Either side of what is now an ET, there are changes to both the 'population' figure and also the height value. The latter is
now 1000 in binary, or 8. If we multiply this by the original 'wavelength unit' we get 8*12.6cm = 100.8cm which is
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roughly 3'4" - interesting, because this would correlate with ET witness accounts.

Below this we notice additional changes to the Solar System chart. The third planet from the sun is not the only one
'highlighted' now. The fourth and fifth are as well. The fifth even appears to be emphasised even more, with three
additional 'pixels'.

Lastly, what was representative of the Arecibo transmitter in the original message is even more cryptic and would imply a
diagrammatic version of the formation which appeared in the same field at Chilbolton last year, in 2000. This can be
viewed in my database, reference uk2000ee.

The binary code for the size of the transmitter is also altered. I'll leave the reader to work out the new value.
(Writer: Paul Vigay. Additions and correlations: A lexander Light)

What does it all mean?

Almost exactly one year prior to this message, in the same crop, this formation appeared:
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This is clearly a representation of their "telescope", as depicted in the 2001 message.

2. Gray Extraterrestrial holding a disc

Sparsholt, Hampshire, England. August 21st, 2002.

The message within the disk was deciphered using the standard 8 bit binary code known as ASCII (American
Standard Code for Information Interchange).  The cipher starts at the center of the disk and spirals outward
counter-clockwise, this is also the same read pattern that a compact disc or DVD uses. 

Example of how lasers read CDs/DVDs:
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Decoding the Message:

One more example:

The Message Translated:
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The empty spaces represent the binary number of ZERO and the blocks represent the binary number ONE.  Using this
cipher we get the following message: 

"Beware the bearers of false gifts and their broken promises.
Much pain, but still time. Believe there is good out there.
We oppose deception. Conduit closing. 0x07" 
The binary code of 0x07 at the end of the message would produced a bell sound similar to that of an old typewriter /
bell sound (Example: DING!).

Exact Construction: 
(A) Beware the bearers of FALSE gifts & their BROKEN PROMISES.
(B) Much PAIN but still time.BELIEVE.
(C) There is GOOD out there.We OPpose DECEPTION.
Conduit CLOSING (Ding!) 

Is this a friendly message from benevolent beings?

The message sounds friendly enough and is just want we want to hear. But I think this is a deception, and you will see
why. Those who study or already are in contact with extraterrestrials (or benevolent beings), know that our Government
collaborates with a malevolent specie of grays which we know as Zeta Reticulans or Reticulans (because they inhabit a
binary solar system known as Zeta Reticuli).

Ads by Google   Alien   Space Alien   Alien UFO   Next Alien

What is Quantum Jumping?
Discover Why Thousands of People are "Jumping" to Change Their Life

www.QuantumJumping.com
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                                   (Zeta Reticuli Stars seen in Google Sky 2011, showing a picture from 2007)

The Reticulans and the Alpha Draconians (Reptilians) have been in contact with our Governments for a long time. The
Reticulans are responsible for all the abductions and mutilations (both human and animal), while the Reptilians are those
behind our leaders. They are using our Governments to control and enslave our race.

If you are familiar with my articles, you know that almost all my history lessons lead back to the Reptilians and two
constellations: The Pleiades and Orion's Belt. The Illuminati always worshiped The Orion's Belt. Actually they are
obsessed with it.

(The Orion's Belt is composed of 3 Stars. Two of them are aligned, while the third is a little offset. Image from Google
Sky 2011, showing a picture from 2007).

Now back to our crop formation picture:

Notice anything strange? How about the three Stars behind the Alien? They look like Orion's belt, but do they match its
alignment?
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As you can see it's a perfect match. But what does this mean? Are the alien visitors positive beings from/around the
Orion Constellation or is this a malevolent trademark?

It's not easy to draw a safe conclusion, but my instinct says this is another deception. Why would a benevolent specie
want to connect a peaceful message to Orion's Belt?

The elites know it is just a matter of time until they will have to disclose the existence of extraterrestrials. But they have
one more trick in their sleeves! They plan to present those who enslaved us for generations, as our saviors: the
Reticulans and the Reptilians. The greatest killers and deceivers are always presented as heroes, while the real heroes
die in obscurity. Exactly the same will happen regarding the alien beings. Our enslavers will be presented as heroes, while
the benevolent beings will be presented as our enemies.

Few years ago an ancient painting was found in a cave in Uzbekistan:

A flying disc is clearly noticeable and bellow it an extraterrestrial being. The ET walks on a black & white floor, one of the
most prominent Illuminati signs. In the foreground we can see an astronaut with broken helmet (or some kind of
beast?). The astronaut/beast is holding a similar disc in his left hand. Maybe the painter had a vision about the upcoming
events? Is the cave painting presenting an apocalyptic scenario?

(Credit: Wayne Herschel)

(Credit: Wayne Herschel)
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Publicat de Alexander Light la 6:07 PM  

Etichete: Crop Circles

If the character in the foreground is an astronaut with a broken helmet, then his head is being sucked out through the
hole. May this represent a planet without an atmosphere? The ET in the background also seems to be wearing some
kind of helmet.

We can also see sings of destruction and a large planet in the sky (about three times bigger than the Sun).

Only time will tell the truth. In the meanwhile, please be careful what you believe!
Stay balanced and loving and you will always find the true path.

Alexander Light

HumansAreFree.com is and will always be free to access. All my personal articles are and always will be Copyright-Free.
If you appreciate my work and you can afford a donation, please click the button bellow:
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81 comments:

Anonymous February 11, 2011 3:53 AM

NICE ARTICLE GOOD RESEARCH

Reply

Anonymous February 11, 2011 1:54 PM

Thank you...
we can only rely on Unconditional Love & peace...
to also trust fully that which "Resides" with__In us_for we are really Not our own_"Creator/Designer"
Whoever IT BE_must have equipped us with "Innate_Inner_guidance_tools" to be able to Discern what IS from what IS
NOT....;
May the Divine Gift of Discernment carry us ALL through these times; as we continue to Listen on upon "whatever

3581 75 9062 25
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Replies

Reply

Replies

comes" in our space/time portals...May that which represents True Divine Goodness/Wellness be the "Light" to show
us the Way....

Peace be upon you/Unconditional Love

Reply

Siren February 14, 2011 2:38 AM

I love the assessment and the possibility of deception. Anything about Nibiru aka Planet X? Do we believe Zeta talk
about the polar shift next year? I thought Zetas are here to help us. I'd like to be enlightened thanks!

Reply

DMT Cymatics February 19, 2011 2:37 PM

Shit man was going to tell you about the cave painting,would like to look more into that like what year etc...Just for the
fun of this on the binary side of things check this site out 

http://nickciske.com/tools/binary.php 

Alexander Light could you also place like at the bottom or in another section,in a nice organized manner the
references of the links?So we can all back up the data the people that come in here like us.

http://www.martinkeitel.net/cropcircles/articles/alien2.html for example of the painting.

Question how much information on Project Pegasus?

Also check this lady out Barbara Lamb http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-nfFlfafn3Q

Found Barbara Lamb via Jordan Maxwell that has encountered Reptilians, and that not all of them=as they got
stereotyped and that sure would get surprised as we do it here to each other even.

Also heard this guy via AlienScientist on youtube and then by Jordan Maxwell.Dr Roger Leir 

http://www.alienscalpel.com/ that Dr Roger Leir website.

Thanks peace and do keep an eye out for the fake alien invasion. :)

Reply

Anonymous February 25, 2011 7:23 AM

^̂  ̂<3 it!! "do keep an eye out for the FAKE alien invasion."

Reply

Anonymous February 13, 2012 7:08 PM

Exactly.

pl May 6, 2011 4:10 AM

Isn't the ASCII code too much human-like? Where do the aliens could know the ASCII code from? And it also requires
the knowledge about the latin alphabet. Not only human-centric, but western-culture-centric. So, for me, this disc
message is a hoax.

Reply

Tyler Sherlin February 25, 2012 3:05 AM

My thoughts exactly..

Anonymous July 20, 2012 11:19 AM

Instead of dis-missing this as a hoax due to your ignorance of where we even got our language/numbers
from, try and research the questions yourself instead of putting doubt into other people.

Why don't you search the sumerian culture, where aramic/latin writing came from, where the hebrew
numeric system and all other numbering systems came from, let me mention first, none of this came from
western civilizations, only stolen.

To say that binary, is a western culture centric, is ridicolous. Everyone lives in a system, we all use
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Reply

Replies

Reply

Replies

computers, to not only control every aspect of our lives, though, we think like computers with machine
hearts and minds, with little to no emotions in judgement. 

Binary? 0 and 1. On or Off. True or false. Light or darkness. ASCII code isn't so far fetched to aliens, that in
mind, how the F*%# can you even question how the aliens know of the ascii code, it took them how long to
reply? 

Instead, why don't you question the government and your teachers/schools on why, they teach, the
pyramids were built by MEN carrying stones, over a period of little to no-time, even with today's technology.
lmaoo. 

You know what is a hoax? Your disgusting induldence of proof and knowledge, who are you? Your self-
sense entitlement of KNOWING what's wrong or right, what's real and whats fake. Once again, who are you?
Are you god or jesus? Have you been here since the creation of time, to know what's wrong or true?

So you took one part of the whole story, the ascii code, put no thought to it and prompted yourself to write
this reply, so you could undermine the entire post, just because you, yourself, provided your own mind with
the stupidity of the question itself, to BELIEVE it's a hoax, only a belief, nothing more, nothing less. Do you
understand?

Anonymous July 28, 2012 4:21 PM

Poster above me is my hero :) The truth will come but not soon enough. How much more pain will our
governments cause before it finally happens? Will we be alive to see it?

Mary-Anne June 26, 2011 2:15 AM

There are two possibilities. Either the one(s) who created what you are interpreting are human or not. Nothing in the
analysis proves to me that there are more than humans involved.

Reply

Anonymous July 20, 2012 11:25 AM

You're absolutely right. The article publishes no such evidence.. though, when i use my OWN brain and my
OWN heart, to tell MYSELF what to think and feel, i start to question your own statement.

Oh, hey, was the universe here before humans? YES.
Were dinosaurs around before humans, supposedly so, YES.
Was the planet here, before humans? Yes.
Didn't sumerians (most ancient civ.) depict earth as a 7th planet, also depicted the "asterioud belt" and 10
planets? YES.
Were sumerians, bankers or greedy oil profiteers and ignorant sheep? NO.

We are atoms. Matter is made up of atoms. Atoms are energy, boundless limitless energies, atoms are
bouned and caged (by electrons. All matter is energy, all energy ISN't matter. What's created matter then?
Obviously the energy was there first.. what is emotion, thoughts, conscience?

Then ask yourself, have humans created all of these things? We are aliens, so, to think other aliens have
created the universe and every feeling and thought in it, is to think WE are capable of creating such a thing,
never, more so the complete opposite. 

You don't need to be artificial (body/mind) to be intelligent. That's what computers are for, to tihnk for us,
but to not feel.. we don't feel anymore, we only think. We are machines, we are artificial, we are not
intelligent, utmost, everything we SEE (matter/artificial bodies) are most likely non-intelligent in the very
sense of it.

Freddie June 26, 2011 5:41 PM

a signal is sent at the speed of light, and one returns 27 years later. Orions belt and the system the supposed return
signal comes from is 25,000 light years away. how did they manage to send a return signal thousands of years before
the signal even reaches them???

Reply

Anonymous July 20, 2012 11:29 AM

Well freddi, what would you do? How would you try and "close" the connection gap?

A middle man, an interplanetery satelletie to recieve information all around the universe, a lot quicker. This
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Replies

Reply
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Reply

"sateleitte" might even attract signals like ours, to accelerate the signal a lot faster, to its projected centre
for transmission.

Oh wait, are you actually trying to ask, US, people who read this, to explain how multi-dimensional beings
who have been around a lot longer then our plantery systems were even formed, have the technology to
recieve the information?

Hey freddie, i've got a question for you. Try and answer questions that are relevant in todays world and in
your goal of life, let alone things that shouldn't matter to you let alone "baffle" your mind. Do you seriously
think your the greatest thinker in the world or the universe to "judge" how these species, do what they do?
Your arrogance is remarkable.

HardTruth June 27, 2011 5:43 AM

about the Gray Extraterrestrial holding a disc crop formation, i don't think the picture is meant to describe who they
are but actually a picture of who to beware of and that they are possibly from orion's belt? That looked almost like a
mugshot of sorts.

Reply

Anonymous July 20, 2012 11:31 AM

The best, most insightful and honest comment i've read here. That's a very reasonable theory. I'm starting
to think the same thing. They wouldn't say "good is out there.." for no reason. That brings a lot of hope to
people, even if it weren't true. That can only be a bad thing for the agenda.

HornedLion July 7, 2011 4:15 PM

Thank You Alexander, you helped elucidate and collaborate with one of the topics I have been researching. 
Major Ed Dames and his team of professional remote viewers foreseen what is to become of earth, and the aftermath
of this enormous celestial body will cause. He calls it the Killshot... plz watch link below
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j2tFcZKM-3o

Reply

Anonymous February 7, 2012 8:41 PM

Link not available anymore.

Cristian Baltatescu July 17, 2011 10:10 PM

Yes, please explain the thng about the interval between the 2 messages beeing 27 years. That means it could have
only traveled to a distance of maximum 13.5 light years. How do you explain this? Care to elaborate?

Reply

Wilson July 18, 2011 3:15 AM

That guy depicted is holding the a disc no doubt.

It could be a deceptive message but I don't see why the author sounds like drawing the line between races.

Are all grey's malevolent? Maybe we could use ourselves as metaphor, are all humans malevolent against outsiders?

Definitely not, there are good and bad people just as we talk about ying and yang.

Notice the dots within each side of the ying and yang, it can be bigger; it can be smaller. And it speakers for itself,
there are benevolent humans just as there are benevolent greys. The problem is how many.

Reply

asdfawef fawsfasdf July 19, 2011 9:08 AM

Amazing article man! Great research, keep up the good work!

Reply
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Replies

Relative Thinker July 20, 2011 5:25 AM

As to the comments regarding the signal not having the required amount of time to reach 25,000 light years, arent
you basing your assumption off of our current knowledge of physics? Can't there be something which travels faster
than the speed of light that we have yet to discover? Or perhaps its not a matter of speed or light at all, but merely a
much more advanced knowledge of the workings of time and/or communication. Also it would appear to me that if we
are being "monitered", that there would be objects which are situated closer to earth that would be able to recieve the
information sooner than it would take to travel all the way to their "planet", given that these individuals have a greater
understanding of science, mathematics, and philosophy in general, I think it can be said that it is plausable that said
apparatus could transmit the information back to their home perhaps faster than the speed of light? I dont have much
of a knowledge base in any of this stuff just personally speculating here. I'm not saying either is right, I myself am
trying to find the holes in either side of the arguement. Frankly I would like to be able to say that "humans" are the
reason our society is the way it is, however I wouldn't be upset if we had some help.

Reply

Alexander Light July 20, 2011 1:21 PM

@Freddie
and
@Cristian Baltatescu

ETs were present on Earth before us, humans. They intercepted the message as soon as we sent it, because they
are always close to us.

Reply

Tarantimo July 21, 2011 12:00 AM

So if the message was recieved by the ETs as soon as we sent it, because they always on our earth, why took the
answer 27 years? Maybe it could be possible they did not understand the message, because it was to complicated or
they didn't know the right answers instantly?
On the other hand, they told us, their organisms would be based on silicon... thats very implausible! Also it could
work, silicon-based-beings would be very slow in their chemical reactions and its simply unlike for the nature to build
up inefficient structures of life, disregarding carbon is a way more dominant element in the whole universe.

Reply

Alexander Light July 21, 2011 11:18 AM

@Tarantimo: Probably multiple ET species replayed to this message more than once, to different space agencies all
over the planet. I'm sure you can guess why we don't know anything about this...

The crop formations are a good way to spread censored messages to the people...or maybe this is just another step
in their conspiracy against us. We'll have to wait and see.

Reply

Mike July 27, 2011 3:23 AM

Aliens are really demons. Those who see shall not be deceived by these beings. Jesus is coming back soon but these
so called aliens will bring about the anti christs new world order first.

Reply

Anonymous February 13, 2012 7:08 PM

Bingo. Some of us know this is true.

whats up March 15, 2012 8:05 AM

You follow the contradicting bible and you think this is far fetched.. Why is it so hard for you to believe? It's
simple probablity really. The universe is far to vast for life to not have evolved elsewhere. It's selfish & naive
to believe there's nothing beyond Our solar system. Every year over 70,000 reports of UFO sightings are
claimed. Granted half of those likely have a perfectly logical, of this earth explanation.. however you can't
reduce all of them down to mere coincidence. And for the sake of my personal sanity please don't say This
is Gods way of testing our faith. Someone told me recently dinosaur bones were intentionally placed here
by God to test our faith. Needless to say I never spoke to them again. Just kidding. In all seriousness Wake
up people!!

Anonymous March 16, 2012 10:34 AM

One who understands fertilizers understands the dinosaur's purpose and how it relates to earths creation.

Anonymous March 25, 2012 2:33 AM

Beware of false prophets in the last days. There will be alot of pain, but its not too late to ask Jesus to be
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Reply

your Lord and saviour.

Anonymous April 28, 2012 7:17 AM

Thank you "whats up"! Finally someone with a brain instead of a religious zealot commenting on these
things. Alien civilizations are definitely out there somewhere whether you'd like to believe it or not. Also, they
are not merely good / evil beings, solely here to help or hurt our race. Honestly, they have to be here to
promote their own agendas, and I find it highly unlikely that they would just come here to grace us with their
presences and a few better pieces of technology. Realistically, there is probably something these visitors (if
they have visited the Earth) want either from our race or our home planet, which we allow them to have and
they give us something in return. 

PS: religion is the worst scourge to ever plague humanity

OnceSmitten August 12, 2011 6:45 PM

I've been listening to the messages by "Mythi" as translated by "Captain Bill", and in one there is an example of
Mythi's writing, which Mythi identifies as being Andromedan. I also just found a thread with photos supplied by the US
military at Alta Vista with the same lettering on them, of what they identified as a fragments of a drone. If these
fragments are from the same source as Mythi claims to be representative of, then they are Andromedan, and it would
make sense as the Greys and Reptilians have been manipulating our military (U.S.) since before 1947 when the
secrecy act was put into law by Truman. They are the Sirius B Greys that were supplying the NAZI's with technology, I
believe.

Reply

OnceSmitten August 12, 2011 7:00 PM

I believe at this point, that the message of the Crabwood crop circle is from the Andromedans, as per my previous
comment. The lettering of the drone fragments matches the lettering of the Mythi connection. The message of Mythi
has to do with deception and enslavement and destruction of the human race by the Reptilian/Grey alliance, and their
plan for deception during the passing of Nibiru of taking on humans in vessels and underground facilities using the
Christ in hologram form to deceive humanity. Peggy Kane and Alex Collier warned of this, and remote viewers sharing
their information with the public have stated that there are viable facilities on Mars awaiting transport of humans. On
top of that shaman from around the earth have seen Greys and the net, a green grid surrounding the earth that has
been identified by Peggy Kane as being an electro-magnetic net holding human subspace entities back from
ascension into reincarnation and higher forms of consciousness. Many sources have stated that the humanoid and
reptilian populations of this universe have been at war in the past, and that there is at presence enough of a balance
of power that the reptilians are functioning within the parameters of an agreement between the two factions regarding
colonization. However, the reptilians are identifying their facilities on Mars as exploratory, to appear to not be
colonizing. Meanwhile, we humans of earth are not considered a viable colony because we are of so many genotypes
that our designation is yet to be determined, and our governments have been doing their best to destroy our own
planet, so we are not seen, as a whole, as a race ready to be allowed to step foot off of this planet.

Reply

OnceSmitten August 12, 2011 7:11 PM

So my interpretation of the message on Crabwood is as follows; Beware the bearers of FALSE gifts & their BROKEN
PROMISES. (Grey/Reptilian alliance, technology "gifts" and use of the human race for experimentation and
flesh/spiritual food source)
Much PAIN but still time.(Nibiru or simply our past history of wars and famine and destruction of the human race by
these nefarious entities and their human minions, the so called Illuminati). BELIEVE. (Self explanatory).
There is GOOD out there.We OPpose DECEPTION.(Andromedans have been historically about assisting humanity,
possibly because we have some of their genetic structure in some of our race).
Conduit CLOSING (Ding!) (Said conduit may be a space portal closing. Ding might mean "Wake Up!)

Reply

OnceSmitten August 12, 2011 7:34 PM

One more thing. I have been interested in Narcissistic Personality Disorder for quite some time, and have read a lot
about it and discussed it with many people in the psychotheraputic community. It is the root disorder of all the
personality disorders, including Borderline, Anti-Social, Hystrionic, etc., in the DSN IV. It is characterized essentially as
inability to experience empathy, (not refusal but inability), which brings and interesting point. The brain of Narcissists
is more like a reptilian brain than a humanoid brain. Narcissists are among us in many places and are often in
positions of power because they appreciate power over others, yet do not feel the consequences of their actions with
others except in clinical evaluation terms, that is how some use of humans affects their larger agenda. The lack of
empathy also makes narcissists highly energetic in their activities, as the "sense" of doing others harm does not affect
them or dampen their behavior or lower their drive toward completing their goals in that. Note the leaders of humanity
and their common characteristics when related to domination and conquest. Mussolini, Hitler, Stalin, Mao, most
recently. We have now got the technology to observe our important dictatorial leaders in action through the use of film
footage and recordings, whereas in the past we only heard of them in terms of their accomplishments. Several
sources have said that the reptilian/greys are trying to hybridize humanoids with reptilian DNA in order to create a
being passing as a humanoid, and also one that is capable of ascension, and reincarnation, not just to be able to be
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Reply

considered humanoid in the treaty agreements because the reptilian races, having long life spans of thousands of
years, are still not capable of evolving. Some have said they are not of this universe, and come from an earlier
universe from an unknown creator. One can surmise that they were ejected from their former universe into ours as it
is stated by different sources that they do not know their own origins, and they do not fit into this universe in which the
life forms are evolving spiritually through life and death cycles. Lynn Buchanan the remote viewer stated that in
remote viewing many deaths of humans, he noted that some went on to higher forms, some reincarnated and some
simply went nowhere. I wonder then, if the reptilian humanoid types do not spiritually evolve and that is what is
frustrating the grey/reptilian experimental hybridization process? Also people that have encountered hybrids tend to
describe them as arrogant or vapid, telepathic, but not empathetic. If I were a reptilian working to breed and new
"container" for my species, I would want to eliminate humanoid compassion, since I would have no value of it, and
make my creation as arrogant, powerful, and numb to the circumstances created by my lack of consideration of the
well being of my "genetic stock" as possible, even though it constituted the larger part of my new container's DNA. If I
were a Grey, and was working for this race of reptilians in order to procure possibly a new form of body for my people,
I would probably do as they appear to be doing in that, and just ignor what damage and destruction I was creating in
order to achieve physical embodiment.
Just some thoughts.

Reply

Jordan August 21, 2011 12:53 AM

Very interesting, but humans, as a a race, can be jerks, and I could easily see both of these being elaborate hoaxes. 

As for the whole lightspeed issues, funny things happen traveling at or near the speed of light. Any ET race could
easily place "amps" at various vectors to boost signal speed, but this is all purely theoretical at this stage in our
development.

Also, could it be possible the crop circle solar system represents our solar system? That they're correcting our sun's
size, and hinting at slight activity on earth/mars with heavy operations on/near jupiter? 9 planets seems like a strange
coincidence. If I recall (might be way off here) jupiter's mass leaves it with some unique grange points (gravity wells,
good hiding places). 

Only time will tell, but I don't think our government has any connection with the illuminati and any ET contact has been
limited at best. Ultimately we're a backwater world and of little significance to whatever more advanced races lie
beyond our solar system.

Reply

Alexander Light September 1, 2011 10:55 AM

The Uzbekistan cave painting is also visible in Erich von Daniken's 1968 book "Chariots of the Gods".

Reply

mybyeworld September 6, 2011 9:24 PM

I L-O-V-E YOU!!! I have been saying this stuff about crop circles being messages and codes from other beings for
ages yet either people don't believe me or are not interested or have other misguided thoughts on it. I haven't read all
of your blog just parts of this article and I am going to have H-U-G-E enjoyment reading your other work. I knew we
weren't alone yet there are some,or loads,that really believe we are! come on? Anyway,looking forward to sitting back
in sweet joy reading what you have to say,Thank You!!! Immie ;-D xx

Reply

Mark Stapo September 11, 2011 6:49 PM

Why is the reply in English, Alexander?

Reply

Anonymous June 29, 2012 7:59 AM

Hi Mark, English is the language of international busi-ness. It is the official language of aviation for instance.
If you want to do International busi-ness on this planet you must be able to speak English.

Alexander Light September 12, 2011 10:21 PM

Dear Mark,
If nothing changes, in the next couple hundred years, English will most probably become our planetary language.

~ Peace ~

Reply
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Replies

Mairon October 7, 2011 3:23 AM

Well guys, as the knowledge they (ets) are in obsevar to time, and actually more advanced Tecnogas would be no
problem to know any code or linguragem used, but it's always good to have common sense and balance, ets or not
worth the criterion for evaluate and not believing everything out, not in all, despite being too presumptuous to have a
boundless universe, and we believe we are the only group smart dominant, so let's wait message stating that there
are many such "revelation" will occur soon. stand still.

Paz

Reply

AYO!!! October 12, 2011 5:04 AM

my boii this is very interesting ! thanks for sharing :]

Reply

Alexander Light November 2, 2011 9:07 PM

@OnceSmitten I appreciate and dig your comments. Hopefully, a lot of people will read and understand them.

Reply

Anonymous November 3, 2011 1:07 AM

...i got here from stumble opon....

Reply

Anonymous February 4, 2012 3:14 AM

Haha, me too!

new illuminati November 10, 2011 3:50 AM

Excellent summation. However - given that codes which would be very familiar to human technicians are being used in
the 'Reticulan' crop circle, Occam's Razor behoves us to consider that it's likely that this and all or most other
cereology specimins are produced by suppressed EARTHLY technologies. Many of the crop circle images can be
found in terrestrial books and have obviously been uploaded into a computer program. Various technologies exist that
make the precise use of remotely controlled balls of plasma easy. 
There are precedents for similar uses of these technologies, whether they be orbitally based or Earthly installations
like HAARP. 
Allegorical instances of similar uses of remote control technology include the modern use of drones and the
construction of the huge image of the 'Maree Man' in the Australian desert a few years back, using bulldozers
controlled by sat navigation. using plasma is just a refinement of the concept.
On the other hand, this is no definitive proof that the crop images are NOT the work of external agencies - 'aliens',
transdimensional visitors or time travellers.
Nonetheless, this article is the best summation of the facts concerning these cases that I've been able to find.
Thanks!

Reply

Alexander Light November 10, 2011 11:53 AM

@new illuminati: I mostly agree with you, however, it depends how we interpret Occam's Razor in this case. Should it
be applied directly to crop circles or to the existence of extraterrestrial life "out there"?

Reply

leeds101 December 2, 2011 7:19 PM

I've just spent a week off work, recovering from alcoholism which I've spent studying this stuff. Either of 2 things have
happened- The first is that I've gone mad in my detox or the second is that for the first time my eyes are now open.
I've read loads on secret societies and had to draw my own conclusions on much of my beliefs, I now know I was
correct and this lot slowly brings it all together. Something big is happening and we are all very soon going to be
enlightened as to the truth. It's maybe unconnected but has anyone else found the countdown clock on the
illuminati.org website?

Reply

Anonymous January 20, 2012 3:03 AM

Keep it up, brother.
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Reply

Jeff Jones December 10, 2011 3:42 AM

@ oncesmitten

How did you come to be so educated in all the different alien races our gov't has been in contact with? Post your top
5 links for a newbie to follow in order to enlighten themselves on these subjects please!! I want the knowledge!

Reply

modcorrupt December 20, 2011 10:17 PM

Great article and images brother! This is truly a great piece of information that is definitely worth looking and research
into more! You've always had some of the greatest finds and articles ever and I cannot believe more people have yet
to find you, even though you do have a great member base as it sits right now.

Then again, most people are more into what their sports team scored in a stupid game than to look and research into
reality (even more than just the Universe, Space & Aliens).

You know, from our talks that we are both on the same thinking wave length and am glad to know that you are here on
our special planet in our special Solar System with me and the rest of the awoken human beings of light.

Much love my friend.

-Eric
http://thecosmicspace.com
http://illusionofpower.com

Reply

Anonymous December 25, 2011 7:40 AM

"Beware the bearers of false gifts and their broken promises.
Much pain, but still time. Believe there is good out there.
We oppose deception. Conduit closing. 0x07"

This was a message that was sent to us from who knows. From "ET's," if you may. In fact...this message was given to
us in 2001...
"Beware the bearers of false gifts and their broken promises"
...Sounds like Obama with his health care to me.
"Much pain, but still time."
NDAA and SOPA? We can still fight.
"Believe there is good out there."
Maybe from a different country or planet?
"We oppose deception"
The people who sent this message are saying that maybe they don't agree with what is happening...?

Oh, my.

Reply

Anonymous February 4, 2012 5:32 AM

Yes, because Obama, NDAA, and SOPA were on everyone's minds in 2001..... :/

Anonymous January 6, 2012 1:07 AM

Forgive me for my ignorance, but once they sent the transmission to the M13 star cluster that is 25k light years away,
how did they receive a transmission back already if it hasn't even reached that far yet? Did someone else intercept
the transmission? Shouldn't it take 25,000 years to reach that Star Cluster?

Reply

Alexander Light January 6, 2012 2:13 PM

I have already answered this question. Please read comments. Peace!

Reply

Anonymous January 11, 2012 12:37 PM

Interesting! I might study this further. Peace.
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Reply

Aine January 16, 2012 4:59 AM

I'm not arguing here but I'd like you to know that the cave painting is a hoax. It was originally drawn for a soviet
magazine in 1967. There's no record of the cave painting existing until after then. There's no way an ancient cave
painting would show an understanding of perspective too. Read here http://forgetomori.com/2009/ufos/fergana-too-
good-to-be-true/
Interesting read none the less!

Reply

Anonymous January 18, 2012 9:27 AM

How can humans be free when the people are in no protest of being programmed to a kept poor,an racial profiled
gifted black man through cia mind control tech that has the public hearing mind of the monitored man,an no public
protest,since the monitored man is black,so the privacy invasion of minds is not considered an invasion;it's
considered white supremacy,as the black nationality is the only nationality that would allow a member of its nationality
to be publicly monitored,an racial profiled,an only the American Black nationality would allow such!So no respect for
black,an the President can't be allowed to be considered as right,as minds are brainwashed to discriminate against
blacks, as there's a black mans mind heard by the public,30 years,an no political ofc.intervention,an no consideration
for what such communistic mind slavery does to the publics minds in design of characteral image even in thoughts,an
actions.Every politician running for the presidency,an their staff members are all programmed,same as their
supporters are,an yet no comments about mind sabotage privacy invasion techs use anti-americaness.All the
presidential hopefuls are saying is: they're white,an they'll also see to your babies being programmed to a darkies
mind,same as every president since Mr.Jimmy Carters presidency ended has done at no public protest,an in name of
Liberty,an Justice,an even your Pope an the Catholics,an every religion of people are programmed,an the public
accepts it,as white supremacy,an theft,of mind does cause thefts,an other even drug related crimes due to many can't
deal with what U.S.political ruling regime has done exploitiously,brainwashedly to minds through cia mind control tech
use on the public.Not even the air broadcast media comments,as all they do is accept the racial profiling of the
monitored man,an they spread propagandious racist lies against the first black president on every tv,an radio
station,an no comments against the U.S.political regimes cia mind control tech use on the public being a hate crime
against minds due right to freedom!H.S.III

Reply

Anonymous January 18, 2012 9:36 AM

Comments visible after approval of due right to freedom of speech,based on what the public,an businesses biasly,an
shame of how low their wrong is against the babies has caused thruth not to be allowed,nor sreved.I added a certan
girl as a facebook friend,an I got obcene profanitys about her from two of her friends.I viewed her status,an all she
does is use profanity,an obcenitys of vulgarity.So I don't want to hear from her,an she won't hear from me again other
than same as you censorers:She hears my mind,as it's public.Though I'm black so you'll accept that.Truth ain't to be
told is it.You're tuned in hearing me same as the public.Hill Sanders III the monitored man!H.S.

Reply

Anonymous January 19, 2012 9:54 PM

Regarding Chilbolton Man.....Their eyes are actually as big as the dark space and without pupils. The eyes are all
black. These ``beings`` are approximately 4´ tall. It was shocking to see them and know that they´d come to ``play
with us``, I and my younger brother. My brother was horrified and scared. I was holding back fear so that I could
consider what to do about this to get us out of it alive, if at all possible. The elderly neighbors who´s house was very
close to where we were, yet on the other side of a field fence, were both watching this. The man was near us, trying to
reach us and get us to come over that fence. These beings moved with us and so we decided not to get them
included in what was happening to us. My brother turned to me and asked, ``What do they want? They act like they
want to play with us!`` Seeing this myself I tried to communicate with them with hand gestures but then realized they
could understand my thoughts. Their thoughts in my head just didn´t make sense. So, I just told them to take us back
home, thanks for coming to play with us but we´ll get into trouble if we´re found outside this time of night. They took us
back home, fully awake and aware, and took me ``through`` a solid wall of the house right into my bedroom. There
they put me back in bed and covered me up like as if to tuck me in. They were being careful with me and seemed very
happy to have met me. There was something along the lines that they had never communicated with one of us before
and this was huge for them. When they were standing in that field they wobbled a bit like toddlers. In fact they looked
like larger versions of toddlers with big heads and big black eyes, with eyelids that allowed their eyes to be fully open.
They´d have to have some high intelligence to use the crafts they came there in. There were also indications that
there were those among them who were in charge. It was an amazing experience that Í m still trying to wrap my head
around. The neighbors recalled the entire thing the next day and talked with us about it. They wanted to know who
they were and what they wanted. I kept passing out from awful head pain each time I began to remember the incident.
Sharp excruciating pain at the sides of the head, denote trauma related memories that the mind at that time cannot
deal with. It´s a self-preservation ability of our minds.

Reply

Anonymous January 22, 2012 11:12 PM

Thank god for real aliens.LIKE interdimensional beings.
thank you for all your comments,and research.
you have made me much more aware of how
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small we are in comparison with space,time,
and the multiverse.Keep up the good work.
BeLiEvEr.-_-.hahahahahaha.()_().

Reply

Mac January 23, 2012 3:48 PM

Love things like this. 
First you have to believe in life off the earth [I do].
Then you have to believe that they use binary and decimal like we do [at present].
Then you have to believe that their binary code is the exact same as ours - 0x07
Then you have to believe that they have the same DNA make up as we.

I like the story.

Reply

Anonymous January 27, 2012 10:54 PM

(First of all, apologize for my english:)

I don't know how...but i believe we have neighbors out there. Somewhere, but not too far. They watching us, and they
still waiting somethings happen. So, what is they waitting for? we don't know yet..When we get this, hopefully we do
not be late....

Reply

Anonymous January 29, 2012 10:51 AM

Your world is being changed to accommodate us. In time, after these changes take place and the transformation of
your government occurs, then we will make ourselves known.
We wanted to make ourselves known sooner. The military industrial complex, greed and deceit of many of your
people has delayed our decision to become known. 
Mankind must prove to us first that they are capable of a higher vibrational state of awareness. To also know that we
are all connected in very basic and fundamental ways that is beyond the majority of human understanding. Humans
must come to terms with life as it exists outside of time as they understand it. Many live in an illusion of what the now is
and why the now is as we all live in it together. 
We are not as different as many think. However, ego, pride, and the hatred we live without. This is what we wait and
hope for, that all living beings on earth would commune in peace, as one for the good of all. 
Someday, very soon, you will all know the truth. Until then, 
Peace be with you.

Reply

Anonymous February 4, 2012 9:56 PM

Interesting stuff! Have you thought about working out a workshop about this topic? I guess you find lots of interested
people.

An Peters
www.goalretail.nl

Reply

Anonymous February 11, 2012 7:35 AM

Tell " them" to find me ...if they read this I'm looking for them....that star in the sky is getting bigger...we are all waiting..
Tntfallen

Reply

Anonymous February 16, 2012 12:25 AM

I am looking at the images of the crop circles in Chilbolton, and I have to ask if I am the only one who made a
connection...

The set of circles that were from one year prior, as they are calling a "telescope" (about 1/3 down this page)

is it just me, or does this group of overlapping circles bear a resemblance to the antikythera mechanism? Whose
inner-workings are in the following diagram:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Antikythera_mechanism.svg

Reply

Anonymous February 20, 2012 2:35 AM
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Replies

the answer can be found here :

http://armageddonconspiracy.co.uk/

Reply

BigLeo February 23, 2012 4:46 AM

What a lot of the commentators seem to forget is how those crop circles or crop glyphs were made under the noses of
the workers of that radio telescope facility. They claim that neither saw or heard anything. It's as if they were made
from something or some force "floating" from above. There are no trails or foot prints that lead to those crop circles. 

I find that alien face very sinister looking, and agree with the researcher that the message is a deception. The
vagueness of the message raises more questions than answers. The message reads; 

"Beware the bearers of false gifts and their broken promises.
Much pain, but still time. Believe there is good out there.
We oppose deception. Conduit closing. 0x07" 

Who are the "bearers of false gifts." What do they mean by "much pain." They say "Still time." How much time? They
say they oppose deception but who are "We?" What do they mean by "conduit closing?" 

Lot of words, but not much else. 

WHy don't they just present themselves. Why don't they just tell us who the "bearers of false gifts," are? 

If these crop circles and messages are a hoax, it's very good. 

The connection of the greys with zeta reticuli and draco reptilians with oriens belt is something I have been reading.
Supposedly the U.S. agreed to work with the Greys and Reptilians back in the 50's under Eisenhower in exchange for
advanced technology. Then everything went black and above top secret or "need to know." If special interests from
earth took over the project, they are just as sinister and evil as any malevolent aliens. To hide the truth nearly 60+
years. Not even POTUS knows. That takes balls. 

I go by the affidavits and presentation and works of Dr. greer's Disclosure 2001 at the Washington Press club. He tells
it like it is. And, it's starting to make sense, but still these ET's and the powers or illuminati from Earth have yet to
disclose themselves. We are in danger I think.

I think they the ET's and the illuminati are ready to take over earth through deception. The evidence of the presence
of ET on earth is becoming overwhelming just judging from the incredible sightings in 2011. If they have rigged the
political, social and economic system from within, pitting political parties and special interests against one another,
they have done a masterful job. They have weakened the planet. the big powers are now tetter-totting on the verge of
financial collapse. We are cutting back on the military to defend outselves. And according to Dr. Greer, trillions has
been siphoned off for these black projects.

What a merss, no wonder these ET's and the illuminati are taking over. Would not surprise me if they kill off a bunch
of us. 

I am truly scared.

Reply

Diego Daly López April 27, 2012 12:08 AM

So why do malevolent aliens make contact and not the others? Are the malevolent more powerful? Can't the others
pass through?

Reply

Anonymous May 7, 2012 7:05 AM

what is your opinion of the origins, etc. of Rh Negative blood types? Do you agree with many people who claim people
that have Rh Negative Blood are Alien/Human Hybrids?. They say that they are "Anunnaki" and I've read several
times now that many people also think that they are "Reptillians" too. I have Rh Negative blood and I assure you all
while it is true we all are sort of unusually "different" from most people and certainly share the personality traits
associated with Rh Negative Blood as well that we are good people against Illuminati, etc.!!! I really want to get to the
bottom of this whole subject (issue) as soon as possible! It's been bugging me for a while now and I can't seem to find
any definitive answers. All I can tell you is I certainly don't feel "evil" or "malevolent" in any way and I hope that it turns
out whatever it is that makes some of us have theses Rh Negative blood types is nothing bad or evil and isn't
associated with any negative history or other evil alien species. Regards, Kimberly

Reply

Alexander Light May 7, 2012 2:29 PM

Dear Kimberly,
The blood running through your veins does not make you think or act in a certain way, it does not define
you as a human being. I don't know if the blood types are a result of DNA engineering, but I know that you
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Reply

Replies

Reply

Replies

Reply

are whatever and whoever YOU WANT to be.

It doesn't matter if your body is some way or another, because you are much more than a body (vehicles
helping us experiencing this physical world)!

Remember that you have free will and you can choose how to think and, more importantly, how to act.

Love, Friendship and Light,
Alexander

mikey wise May 8, 2012 6:17 PM

false gifts... broken promises... christianity?

Reply

mikey wise May 9, 2012 6:24 PM

is that what it implied?

Wayne Herschel May 21, 2012 10:41 AM

Copyright HERE IS NOT FREE

The images of Orion and the alignment 
and the Uzbekistan rendering are my artwork.

You have cropped it from my image at 
http://thehiddenrecords.com/mars 
website.

You have also twisted the meaning of the geoglyph
there is a human face like the Mars face
in context with Orion alignment it is showing 
a connection to the star found in the ancient star maps presented.
There is absolute no reference to this 
You may continue to use the images 
ONLY on condition you reference source
and the website it came from.

Reply

Alexander Light May 21, 2012 1:10 PM

Dear Wayne,
I respect your work immensely! On two different occasions I've spent days connecting your work to what I
know and perfecting some of my theories. We even exchanged ideas a couple of years ago via YouTube
and email.

I ended up with these pictures after a Google search. This is the reason why I haven't seen your
interpretation regarding the connection between the 'crop face' and 'Mars face'. It makes so much sense! I
will have to add this information as well, and it will be a great pleasure to credit your work!

mikey wise May 22, 2012 6:11 PM

the ultimate binary code from aliens is "exploration of humanity continious for plantery advance". that proves the
anicent alien theory!!!!

Reply

Anonymous May 26, 2012 4:51 PM

rh negative blood sayes it all, the plan with vacines ,aids , bird flu to depopulate the planet and leave only rh negative
blood humans alive.

Reply
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Jaime Aceves June 16, 2012 3:43 AM

SICK!!!

Reply

Anonymous June 27, 2012 4:31 AM

Quran
42:29 (al-shuraa)
And one of His signs is the creation of the heavens and the earth and what He has spread forth in both of them of
living beings; and when He pleases He is all-powerful to gather them together.
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The Crabwood Message
In his video, Osborn offers the following analysis of the Crabwood 2002 message. 
Beware the bearers of FALSE gifts & their BROKEN PROMISES.

This message is warning us about another extraterrestrial race that is offering 
us technology and that has broken its promises in the past, which implies 
secret and unreliable communications between this race and our 
governments.  

Much PAIN but still time.
He presumes that this means that this has been caused by the bearers of the 
FALSE gifts but that we have the time to change this.

BELIEVE. 
A single word. It says to believe that there is still time for us to end the 
suffering.

There is GOOD out there. 
It implies that there are good entities that can help us.

We oppose DECEPTION.
This is coming from a group of entities who oppose those who seek to take 
advantage of us by DECEPTION ("the bearers of the FALSE gifts").

COnduit CLOSING, 
A conduit is a channel, a passageway for people, cables, etc.  He feels that a 
conduit used by "the bearers of the FALSE gifts" is closing.  The comma at 
the end of the message indicates that more is to follow, as in perhaps another 
message this coming August. 

What I need to point out about Osborn's analysis 
is that he shows the viewer exactly how to get 
exactly the same results using the same images 
of the glyph available on the Crop Circle 
Connector web site.  He literally steps you 
though the process.  If for no other reason, this is 
why you should purchase or obtain a freely-
copied dub of this video.  This is because 
Osborn has given us a real gift.  He has given us 
results that every one of us can duplicate!



However, once he began analyzing the decoding of the message based on the 
original EarthFiles.com article, he used one of the many variants that grew out of 
the original and defective anonymous EarthFiles.com translation.
The translation he used in his video was: 
"Beware the bearers of false gifts and their broken promises.  Much pain, but still 
time.  Believe there is good out there.  We oppose deception.  (Bell sound 7)." 
To keep things on an even keel, I'd rather use the original EarthFiles.com 
translation as reported in my September 7, 2002 article, Is The Crabwood 
Formation a Hoax? I included a copy of the information that Earth files.com used 
in that article as follows:
EarthFiles.COM, August 18-19, 2002
Winchester, Hampshire Circular Code Analysis - UPDATED 
August 18-19, 2002 - Letter From Earthfiles Viewer who describes himself as, "A 
large part of my full time job is decoding ciphers and reverse enginereering 
(misspelled by author) communication protocols:

MESSAGE CONTENTS (some missing)
This is the deciphering of the message: -
"Beware the bearers of FALSE gifts & their BROKEN 
PROMISES .  Much PAIN but  still time.  (Damaged 
Word).  There is GOOD out there.  We OPpose 
DECEPTION. Conduit CLOSING (BELL SOUND)

The message consists of 26 Words, interestingly the English alphabet has 26 
letters.
Another Translator Writes:
An e-mail came on August 19 from another Earthfiles viewer who writes about the 
"word damage by tramlines" above:
"Maybe that 'EELRIJUE' is the name of the place where it is 'GOOD there.'  So, 
no damaged word, but the name of that place.  Maybe a star name?  Maybe the 
name of their planet?"
When you compare the Osborn translation (which you can easily duplicate on your 
own) with the original EarthFiles.com translation, the distortions are painfully 
obvious — especially after you DO THE MATH!  The following table compares 
the two by each sentence.

Osborn EarthFiles.com

http://www.yowusa.com/et/2002/et-2002-09a/1.shtml
http://www.yowusa.com/et/2002/et-2002-09a/1.shtml
http://earthfiles.com/news/news.cfm?ID=381&category=Environment


Beware the bearers of FALSE 
gifts & their BROKEN 
PROMISES.  

Beware the bearers of FALSE 
gifts & their BROKEN 
PROMISES.

Much PAIN but still time.  Much PAIN but  still time.

BELIEVE.  (Damaged Word).

There is GOOD out there. There is GOOD out there.

We oppose DECEPTION.  We OPpose DECEPTION.

COnduit CLOSING, Conduit CLOSING (BELL 
SOUND)

At first blush, the EarthFiles.com message seems to have "honest" 
mistakes. However, if you walk through Osborn's presentation, what is clearly 
obvious is that subtle twists were added to anonymous EarthFiles.com translation 
to obfuscate the message.
The key sentence is "BELIEVE."  A 1-word sentence using a word that implores 
one to have faith in a message.  In the EarthFiles.COM article, A SECOND 
ANONYMOUS contributor is used to muddy this obfuscation even further, 
"Maybe that 'EELRIJUE' is the name of the place where it is 'GOOD there.'"
Although Osborn used a bogus Internet variant of the original EarthFiles.com 
message, the corrupted variant also had discrepancies with the "BELIEVE" 
sentence and the final character of the message.
In the EarthFiles.com translation, the final character is a "BELL 
SOUND." However, Osborn correctly points out that this final character is a 
comma .  The difference is substantial because a bell sound indicates the end of a 
message at first pass, whereas the use of a comma as the last character clearly 
implies that that more is to come this coming August. 
Had the EarthFiles.com published the names of the two anonymous contributors of 
what is clearly a bogus and misleading translation, perhaps we could all have 
chalked this up to an honest mistake.  Yet, the choice of  EarthFiles.com to publish 
an anonymous and bogus interpretation message of this import, reminds one of the 
opening sentence, "Beware the bearers of FALSE gifts." 



One must obviously conclude that EarthFiles.com, in its mad rush to be the first on 
the web with a translation, skipped any reasonable semblance of due diligence 
stuff and leapt before it looked.  In doing so, EarthFiles.com may have played 
squarely into the hands of the "bearers of FALSE gifts" as mentioned in the 
message and let its credibility become the instrumental minion of a clear 
disinformation ploy to spin a coherent message into conjecture.
All that being said, there is one possibility that Osborn did not raise in his video.
Perhaps the 2000 and 2001 Chilbolton formations were created by the "bearers of 
FALSE gifts" and that another race is warning us in the 2002 Crabwood formation 
to "beware" of this other race.

A New Kind of Alien?
Update 03-July-03: Another remarkable difference between the 2002 Crabwood 
formation and the typical description of aliens reported by abductees are the eyes.

Other aspects such a more pronounced jaw also become apparent when comparing 
the two images. 

From: http://yowusa.com/et/2003/et-2003-05a/3.shtml 

http://yowusa.com/et/2003/et-2003-05a/3.shtml


A Crop glyph formation at Crabwood with an Alien face holding CD with ASCI code message reads: 

"Beware the bearers of FALSE gifts & their BROKEN PROMISES. 

Much PAIN but still time. 

EELrijue. 

There is GOOD out there. 

We OPpose DECEPTION. 

COnduit CLOSING [bell sound]" 

 

The word 'EELrijue' was not a 'mistake' that some have interpreted to be the word 'believe', but it has 

the intentional meaning of: 

'Editable, Executable Library of a multitude' and it is referring to the infinitely evolving Collective 

Consciousness. The fact that this word was 'corrupted' in the crop formation seems to me to be 

indicating that for humanity, our Collective Consciousness is 'corrupted' or possibly even 'tampered 

with'. The 'false gifts and broken promises' bearers are the ETs depicted in the glyph, who are commonly 

referred to as the 'greys' who made agreements with the United States government for genetic 

experimentation in exchange for technological 'gifts'. The messengers want us to know that they are the 

benevolent messengers who also sent the 'Aricebo Reply' crop glyph along with the humanoid face. 

 

Other topics include UFOs, ascension, and spirituality. 

 

This blog is open to comments from anyone. 

All comments are previewed before published. 

Friday, May 2, 2008 

2. The Crabwood Crop Circle  

The crop Circle at Crabwood is an Alien Face holding a disk. 
The Alien face is of what is commonly called 'the greys' in UFO circles 
The face and disk appear as though on a television screen from the 1960's 
The disk is partly on the TV screen and partly outside of the box 

"It is made out of horizontal lines, the width of which is modulated in order to create apparent 

gray scales. The image is similar to what you see on a TV screen" Eltjo H. Haselhoff 

http://www.cropcircleresearch.com/articles/alienface3.html 

 
There are three stars above the left shoulder of the Alien. 
 
The ASCII code message on the disk part of the crop circle reads: 
 
"Beware the bearers of FALSE gifts & their BROKEN PROMISES. 
Much PAIN but still time. 
EELRIJUE. 
There is GOOD out there. 
We OPpose DECEPTION. 
COnduit CLOSING [bell sound]" 
 



There are 26 words in English 
Some words or parts of words are Capitalized these are: 
FALSE BROKEN PROMISES PAIN EELRIJUE GOOD OP DECEPTION CO CLOSING 
The '&' Symbol is used 
The word EELRIJUE is damaged and it is uncertain if that is the correct word 
 
Parts of the Notes from  
Vojtech Petracek http://www.physi.uni-heidelberg.de/~petracek/glyphs/about_uk02dl.html 

 

"Data disc" contains message coded in 8 bit ASCII code, 8 bit bytes are separated by separator ( 

narrow stripe of standing wheat), logical I corresponds to standing wheat, 0 is flattened. Massage 

has to be read from inside out, first is read MSbit." 

 

(unreadable word with conflicting interpretations (..EELIAH..) here are the letters and 

corresponding code HEX) 

letter ASCII ASCII(inverted 1<->0) ASCII(inverted, ignoring MSbit) meaning 

E 45 BA 3A : 

E 45 BA 3A : 

L 4C B3 33 3 

R 52 AD 2D - 

I 49 B6 36 6 

J 4A B5 35 5 

U 55 AA 2A * 

E 45 BA 3A : 
 

Message is written on counterclockwise (right handed) spiral. 

 If the sequence (EEL...) is taken as a delimitor dividing message in two parts. 

 First part contains 15 words and seem to refer to our LOCAL situation. 

 Second part contains 10 words and seem to refer to EXTERNAL entity. 

 In total message contains 25 words and delimitor. 

Length of "LOCAL" part of the message corresponds to 3/5 of the total length. 

Length of the "EXTARNAL" part corresponds to 2/5 of the total length.  

Is it just by coincidence, that our "LOCAL" RNA,DNA polymerize in 3',5' structure 

while the 2',5' structure is suggested on Chilbolton message from 2001 for "EXTERNAL" 

Orientation of the spiral is the same as orientation of DNA helix.  

It has also an interesting content (by luke Peacock): 

If not already recognised- it depicts our DNA together with the precessional cycle. 

I also counted the tiny squares that make up the formation. The results revealed interestingly 

enough... PRECESSIONAL NUMBERS!  

1. For the DNA to a 1/2 twist it takes 18 X 12 squares = 216.  

2. For the DNA to do a full turn it takes 18 X 24 squares = 432.  

http://www.physi.uni-heidelberg.de/~petracek/glyphs/about_uk02dl.html


3. In counting the total number of squares, 18 X 72. 

Total= 1296.  

72= total number of years it takes for one year of precessional movement.  

2160= Total number of years it takes to move one zodiac sign through the precessional cycle.  

12960= Total number of years to complete half the precessional cycle.  

* So we have 6 structural elements composing the message. Single spacing separates bits, so that 

it should not carry information. Double and triple spacing together with 3 kinds of bit elements 

forms the code. 

* Message starts after 1 turn and 10(+-1) bit spacing. This is a bit unclear since from the figures 

is hard to read where starts the thin part of the first turn. Message contains 501+-3 elements 

(counting double and triple spacing together with 3 kind of bit elements). Due to image 

processing 

some of characters could be misspelled.  

* Let us assign value of structure elements as follows:  

1 .... smallest standing element 

2 .... 2 merged 1-elements 

3 .... 3 merged 1-elements 

4 .... double spacing 

5 .... triple spacing  

Transcription of the message:  

1213411211 

1121131142 

1241151141 

2212212112 

1223124112 

1121311111 

1111411221 

4124121211 

1151111222 

3214214231 

1513311111 

3321122121 

4121121511 

1211123215 

1211131313 

4115141211 



1351212112 

2221431111 

1111411141 

1211112141 

2111421114 

1111411212 

1222221214 

1215112212 

2114121412 

2215111111 

1121142151 

1212112511 

4111511412 

2422122211 

2142112141 

1211211221 

3111111511 

1511151121 

2122123111 

1111411511 

2221211121 

1111122411 

2115122113 

1222123215 

1214131114 

2411151124 

2511221321 

5122112212 

1111242112 

1241151112 

1412141215 

1111211225 

1332121151 

1 

 

I have analyzed occurrence of different groups of elements for groups of 2 elements up to 5 

elements. 

Results are very interesting. 

Now assign value of structure elements as follows:  

1 .... double spacing 

2 .... triple spacing 

3 .... smallest standing element 

4 .... 2 merged 1-elements 

5 .... 3 merged 1-elements 



It seems, that this message contains 5 important numbers:  

1 , 6 , 11 , 16 , 21  

and some kind of their relations from relative strength of peaks  

1 .... 0.559 

6 .... 0.261 

11 .... 0.049 

16 .... 0.0796 

21 .... 0.051  

If the assumption about the generating rule concerning the diagonal elements and about the 

symmetry are correct, then we are left with following independent information:  

1-2 30 

1-3 13 

1-4 28 

1-5 25  

2-3 6 

2-4 9  

3-4 2  

Whatever this means this should be the full information content of the matrix.  

As a next step I have tried to localized position of important combinations in message. 

As important were selected combinations with maximum occurrence.  

Here is the list of important combinations for 2 -5 element groups:  

2-groups  

1-1 

1-2 

1-3 

1-4 

1-5  

3-groups  

1-1-1 

1-2-1 

1-3-1 



1-4-1 

1-5-1  

4-groups  

1-1-1-1 

1-1-2-1 

1-1-3-1 

1-1-4-1 

1-1-5-1  

5-groups  

1-1-1-1-1 

1-1-2-1-1 

1-1-3-1-1 

1-1-4-1-1 

1-1-5-1-1  

It is amazing how can be such fractal pattern (almost) self extracting. Self-similarity leads us to 

important ordering in value assignment and also to important values itself. Number of important 

values is may be reflected even in number of members of the symbol "alphabet". 

Even more information can be revieled from frequency of occurrence and position of important 

groups in message. 

To me it seems, that such formation can't be made just with "stick and rope" , such precise 

pattern with deep information content can be drawn only by something with precision of 

computer . My personal conclusion is, that we have in front of us very, very important message 

and not hoax. 

All ideas and comments to this analysis are welcome!" 

Vojtech Petracek  
 

From: http://eelrijuecircle.blogspot.com/2008/05/crabwood-crop-circle.html   

http://eelrijuecircle.blogspot.com/2008/05/crabwood-crop-circle.html


Reply by 1q4jolr2mnq1y on September 10, 2011 at 10:04pm 

"The bearers of false gifts" reminds me of those people that claim peace and enlightment when they 

really just want followers and worship. I guess you could call them cult leaders. If you look closely there 

are MANY of those around. 

From: http://www.starseeds.net/forum/topics/the-crabwood-crop-circle  

http://www.starseeds.net/forum/topic/listForContributor?user=1q4jolr2mnq1y
http://www.starseeds.net/forum/topics/the-crabwood-crop-circle


We learned from Crabwood of August 15, 2002 that 

they could use binary notation in modern 8-bit ASCII 

format, to send us brief text messages in English 

(see www.physi.uni-heidelberg.de or WATCH). But 

who would have guessed that they would use binary 

notation in the sense of an ancient Mayan calendar?  

(a)        The uppercase-lowercase code from Crabwood 

2002. Their first use of binary notation within a Sun-

Venus calendar came in the form of an uppercase-

lowercase code within the primary text of the 

Crabwood message. Some words from its ASCII text 

were anomalously capitalized, whereas others 

remained lowercase. One researcher commented at 

the time (see www.martinkeitel.net):   

“If we look at this message from a human 

perspective, we can see that its plain English  text is only 

the surface. It uses very short sentences, with uppercase 

characters here and lowercase characters there. It 

uses an ampersand symbol ‘&’ instead of the word 

‘and’. It includes extra non-ASCII digits in certain 

characters. Doesn’t all of that suggest there may 

be another message hidden underneath?”    

Consider for example its first phrase, “Beware the 

bearers of FALSE gifts”. Why is the word “FALSE” 

capitalized? Did those crop artists simply make a 

mistake?  

http://www.physi.uni-heidelberg.de/~petracek/glyphs/about_uk02dl.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_KoR2t-iM9k&feature=related
http://www.martinkeitel.net/cropcircles/articles/alien4.html


“Beware the bearers of FALSE gifts & their BROKEN 

PROMISES.Much PAIN but still 

time.BELIEVE.There is GOOD out there.We oPpose 

DECEPTION.COnduit CLOSING/” 

No chance! Thus in addition to the primary ASCII 

message shown at Crabwood, its 

anomalous uppercase-lowercase code gave us yet 

another subtle message, by a clever strategy known as 

the bilateral alphabet. In other words, when that series 

of 25 words is translated into binary notation, where 

each lowercase word = 1 and each uppercase word = 0 

(the same as for ASCII in its third digit), then 

they provide for a new set of 25 binary numbers as: 

Beware the bearers of FALSE = 11110 

gifts & their BROKEN PROMISES Much = 11001 

PAIN but still time BELIEVE = 01110 

There is GOOD out there = 11011 

We oPpose DECEPTION COnduit CLOSING = 11010 

Thus its first five words “Beware the bearers of 

FALSE” translate into binary as 11110. The entire 25-

word message translates likewise as 

11110  11001  01110  11011  11010. And since there are 

25 new binary numbers, grouped logically into five 



sets of five, they may be converted easily into base-

32 as 30-25-14-27-26.  

Here for example 11110 equals 16 + 8 + 4 + 2 + 0 = 30, 

while 11001 equals 16 + 8 + 0 + 0 +1 = 25, or 01110 

equals 0 + 8 + 4 +2 + 0 = 14. Finally, those five 

numbers from base-32 may be switched into a 

certain length of time, using the 52-year Mayan Sun-

Venus calendar, by one further brief calculation 

as (see time2007o):  

52 x (30 / 32 + 25 / 32 x 32 + 14 / 32 x 32 x 32 + .....) = 

50.04 years  

What might be the significance of 50.04 years in the 

context of Crabwood as a whole? Well, that 

is precisely how many years separate its date of 

appearance on August 15, 2002 from another 

important date of July 19-26, 1952, when a fleet 

of unfriendly grey aliens flew over Washington, D.C. 

 

From: 

http://www.cropcircleconnector.com/anasazi/WHAT%20DO%20MODE

RN%20CROP%20PICTURES%20MEAN.html  

http://www.cropcircleconnector.com/anasazi/time2007o.html
http://www.cropcircleconnector.com/anasazi/WHAT%20DO%20MODERN%20CROP%20PICTURES%20MEAN.html
http://www.cropcircleconnector.com/anasazi/WHAT%20DO%20MODERN%20CROP%20PICTURES%20MEAN.html


“Beware the bearers of false gifts and their broken 

promises. Much pain but still time. Believe: there 

is good out there. We oppose deception. Conduit 

closing.”  

In the text above, “bearers of false gifts” could 

refer to visiting grey aliens, who supposedly 

promised the US government various kinds 

of extra-terrestrial military technology to help 

defeat Russia during the Cold War, but then 

broke their promises (see www.american.edu). 

That interpretation seems especially 

plausible, since the unpleasant visage of a grey 

alien general was drawn in the same field nearby.  

“Much pain but still time” implies that we will all 

be in trouble soon on Earth. Yet the precise 

nature of that trouble is not specified, nor its 

precise time.  

“Believe: there is good out there” is a 

clear appeal to our faith, to help us believe that 

some extra-terrestrials are spiritually good. By 

implication, the greys do not fall into this 

category.  

http://www.american.edu/salla/Articles/Exo-SP-8.htm


“We oppose deception” may refer to international 

media organizations who are lying about the 

reality of modern crop pictures, especially since 

the entire Crabwood picture pointed toward two 

radio-TV towers a few hundred meters away.  

“Conduit closing” may refer to their means of 

transmission: sending small robotic probes 

through narrow passages of space or time, which 

are then programmed to carve out specific 

pictorial messages in English or European fields. 

We showed in Part I of this essay some very clear 

photographs of those small robotic probes. Many 

different witnesses have seen them. They have 

been chased or intercepted on numerous 

occasions by British military helicopters.  

In summary, the Crabwood message shows a 

clear and direct concern for the short-term safety 

of humans on Earth. And since those crop 

artists possess some kind of advanced space 

time technology by which to see into the future, 

they would know! Thus the possibility of near-

future intervention in 2012 by those crop artists--

-for example to provide us with pollution-

free energy while ridding us of nuclear weapons--



-should not be ruled out. Indeed, such 

an intervention may have been planned 2000 

years ago:  

 



From: 

http://www.cropcircleconnector.com/anasazi/WHAT%20DO%20MODE

RN%20CROP%20PICTURES%20MEAN.html  

http://www.cropcircleconnector.com/anasazi/WHAT%20DO%20MODERN%20CROP%20PICTURES%20MEAN.html
http://www.cropcircleconnector.com/anasazi/WHAT%20DO%20MODERN%20CROP%20PICTURES%20MEAN.html
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